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First principles Simulation of Damage to Solvated Nucleotides due to Shock Waves
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We present a first-principles molecular dynamics study of the effect of shock waves (SW) propagating in a model biological medium. We find that the SW can cause chemical modifications through varied and complex mechanisms, in particular phosphate-sugar and sugar-base bond breaks. In addition, the SW promotes the dissociation of water molecules thus enhancing the ionic strength of the medium. Freed protons can hydrolyze base and sugar rings previously opened by the shock. However, many of these events are only temporary, and bonds reform rapidly. Irreversible damage is observed for pressures above 15-20 GPa. These results are important to gain a better understanding of the microscopic damage mechanisms underlying cosmic-ray irradiation in space and ion-beam cancer therapy.

I. INTRODUCTION

At MeV energies, ions deposit their energy in the biological tissue by ionizing the medium and generating radicals and low-energy secondary electrons (LEE). [1–4] Until the seminal work of Boudaifa et al., [5] OH• radicals were deemed to be the main source of indirect damage to DNA. Since then, attention has turned also to the effect of LEE [6–13] and, to a lesser extent, to that of radicals. [14] A third aspect, that has been largely ignored until recently, is the radial shock wave (SW) driven by the forces generated along the track, especially in the case of swift heavy ions. The energy carried by the SW is distributed around the system and can produce lesions to functionally important structures such as DNA, proteins and membranes. [15–17]

Ref. [15] studied the thermo-mechanical effects in the vicinity of the ion-tracks by means of the thermal spike model. This model does not account for the dynamics of the medium, therefore not including the possibility of SWs. The SW effect was suggested and described within the framework of the conventional hydrodynamics in Ref. [16] and was further demonstrated by means of classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. These effects could be relevant in ion-beam radiotherapies, cosmic radiation shielding and space medicine. In fact, a recently proposed model [16, 17] suggested that a sizeable fraction of the damage due to ionizing radiation could be induced by the SW, especially for heavier ions.

Shock waves induced by ion irradiation are a consequence of a localized and fast energy transfer from the ions to the medium, in the form of ionization. In the vicinity of the Bragg peak the average kinetic energy of the secondary electrons produced by such ionization is about 45 eV. [18, 19] These secondary electrons transport the energy deposited by the ion less than 1.5 nm around its path in some tens of femtoseconds, and there is no other mechanism which could dissipate this energy deposited so quickly. Indeed, the molecular diffusion mechanism is too slow and the production of more energetic δ-electrons, which could carry the energy further away vanishes in the Bragg peak region. [20, 21] Therefore, high pressures are expected to develop inside a narrow cylinder around the ion track. In reference [16] it was demonstrated that the ratio of pressures between the inside and the outside of this narrow cylinder is larger than $(\gamma + 1)/(\gamma - 1)$ with $\gamma = C_p/C_v = 1.222$, thus fulfilling the conditions for a strong cylindrical explosion. [22] This creates a discontinuity in the initial conditions for pressure that starts propagating in the radial direction away from the ion path. This propagation also features discontinuities in density and collective flow velocity and is referred to as a shock wave. [22, 23]

Apart from the direct action of the SW, it has been proposed that the SW may also influence other damage mechanisms, e.g. by promoting the dissociation of certain bonds that have been weakened due to electron attachment to antibonding orbitals, or by facilitating the diffusion of radicals towards DNA. These mechanisms have been further investigated in more recent works. [24–27]

The onset of shock waves (or blast waves) as a result of concentrated and sudden energy deposition has been studied both theoretically and experimentally since the early 1940s. [23, 28–32] Analytical solutions for spherical shock waves where derived independently in [29–31, 33]. These solutions are comprehensively presented in references [22, 23]. Following the derivation for the spherical case, the hydrodynamic equations for the evolution of cylindrical shock waves resulting from the energy de-
position around ion paths in liquid water were solved in reference [16]. Later on, several molecular dynamics simulations of the dynamics of liquid water following energy deposition in the vicinity of ion paths confirmed the expected behavior of the theoretically predicted shock waves.[25, 26, 34, 35]

However, in none of the papers cited above the ion induced SW effect was studied by ab initio quantum mechanical methods. Although the entire span of the effect on the temporal and spatial scales is a limiting factor for the utilization of quantum approaches, these methods are capable of providing very important nanoscopic insights and quantitative descriptions of the molecular damage caused to DNA, water, and other biologically relevant molecules. This damage to the medium, which does not need to be biological, arises under the conditions generated by their irradiation with ions, in particular in the vicinity of the Bragg peak. This knowledge is relevant to several applications, including medical, e.g. ion-beam cancer therapy, and space electronics. The applicability of first-principles molecular dynamics simulation (FPMD) to the description of molecular damage is simply related to the fact the size of the volume in which the damage occurs and the duration of the quantum processes leading to molecular dissociation and the formation of new bonds are accessible to FPMD with present-day computational resources.

The relevance of these simulations to the aforementioned ion-induced SW effect should be established through the relevant choice of the conditions imposed on the medium in the quantum simulation box. These conditions should correspond to those that are well established in the publications cited above through analytical hydrodynamics and statistical mechanical methods as well as by means of classical MD simulations. Consequently, in this work we impose the pressure gradients corresponding to those that arise in classical MD simulations and analytical models, and this is achieved by the choice of relevant particle velocities as will be discussed below. The review of the entire multi-scale approach to the physics of radiation damage by ions can found in Refs. [20] and [36].

While the ion track that initiates the SW can interact directly with DNA, it is statistically more likely that the SW is generated in the surrounding medium. In the physiological environment DNA appears in the form of chromatin, and it is surrounded by proteins and water containing other biological material and ions. A convenient simplification of such scenario is achieved by considering a pure water environment, and deferring the study of the role of other components to a later time.

Early studies of the propagation of SW in pure water were undertaken because of their importance in underwater explosions.[37] and because of their role in cavitation erosion. [38, 39] Interest was renewed with the advent of medical procedures accompanied by SW emission such as extracorporeal SW lithotripsy, [40, 41] intraocular laser microsurgery [42] and short-pulse laser ablation.[43, 44] Shock compression of water, in particular its composition, has been studied experimentally, [45–48] by ab initio simulations [49–52], and both.[53, 54] It has been shown that the high pressures originated in the SW produce water dissociation through the unimolecular (ionization) mechanism, \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{OH}^- + \text{H}^+ \).[51] Protons generated in these events move through water via classical diffusion mechanisms.

Understanding the influence of a SW in the damage mechanisms of biologically relevant systems is a step up in complexity. Due to its paramount importance in astrobiology, some authors have recently addressed the topic of aminoacid synthesis under shock wave conditions, which is closely related to the present work.[55–58]

In the context of DNA damage, one of the present authors investigated shock wave effects using classical force fields,[17, 24–27] Within this approximation, it was suggested that energy can be transferred to the vibrational degrees of freedom of the medium in which it is absorbed. It was demonstrated that this leads to the breaking of certain bonds, in particular phosphodiester bonds, which are responsible for DNA strand breaks. In addition, it was estimated that only heavier ions that produce a significant linear energy transfer (LET) are capable of inducing direct strand breaks.

The most unbiased way of accounting for these processes is to describe the interactions at a first-principles level. In previous works we have shown that first-principles molecular dynamics simulation (FPMD) is a tool well-suited to study DNA damage under normal (non-SW) conditions.[13] The size of the systems amenable to FPMD simulations, however, is much reduced with respect to classical MD. For this reason, and also for the sake of clarity in the interpretation of the results, we will consider here the smallest DNA fragment that contains the bonds that are relevant for radiation damage, i.e. a nucleotide.

The purpose of the present work is to identify and analyse damage mechanisms in solvated nucleotides under the influence of a shock wave, i.e., out-of-equilibrium and at high pressures and temperatures, using FPMD techniques. We will defer a statistical analysis of the present results to future work.

II. MODEL AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The three main pathways for bond cleavage in nucleotides involve the phosphodiester linkages between the sugar and phosphate at the 3’ and 5’ positions and the N-glycosidic \( \text{C}_1 \rightarrow \text{N}_1 \) bond between the sugar and the base (see Fig. 1). Calculations on pyrimidine nucleotides [59] showed that the \( \text{C}_3 \rightarrow \text{O}_3 \) bond is significantly easier to cleave than \( \text{C}_5 \rightarrow \text{O}_5 \). We have thus focused on the most representative \( \text{C}_1 \rightarrow \text{N}_1 \) and \( \text{C}_3 \rightarrow \text{O}_3 \).

As a first step we constructed a model system consisting of a solvated thymidine monophosphate (dTMP), using the molecular editor Aten.[60] We then carried
out a classical molecular dynamics simulation of the periodically replicated box using the simulation package DL_POLY,[61] with the interactions described by the OPLS force field.[62] This sample was equilibrated at 300 K in the canonical ensemble for 1 ns. Hence, we ran 1 ns of microcanonical MD and extracted a representative reference frame. This was used as the starting point for FPMD simulations using the density functional (DFT) QUICKSTEP module of the CP2K package.[63] The system was equilibrated in the canonical ensemble during 2 ps to reconcile geometric differences between OPLS and DFT. Temperature was maintained at 300 K using a thermostat, which was then switched off for the SW simulation.

The electronic structure was computed at the DFT level, employing the Gaussian and plane waves (GPW) method in which the Kohn-Sham orbitals are expanded in a Gaussian basis set, while the electrostatic energy and potential are calculated using Fourier transforms. Core electrons were replaced by GTH pseudopotentials, and valence electrons were represented using a triple-zeta plus polarization basis set (TZVP-GTH).[64] The charge density was expanded in plane waves up to an energy cutoff of 250 Ry. We used the PBE exchange-correlation functional [65] supplemented with Grimme’s semi-empirical dispersion term (DFT-D2).[66] The nucleotide was deprotonated and the negative charge compensated with a Na atom elsewhere in the solution, so that the supercell was neutral.

Ab initio calculations [67] and FPMD simulations [9] have shown that excess electrons, e.g. secondary electrons generated by ionization of the medium, weaken the phosphodiester bond, which is then more prone to dissociation. While excess electrons tend to localize initially to the crossing of the HOMO and LUMO energy levels,[67] this stretching can be due either to thermal fluctuations or to the resonant phenomenon known as dissociative electron attachment, in which the excess electron forms a transient negative nucleotide anion that decays via dissociation of the C-O bond.[13] Given the relevance in lowering the dissociation barrier, we deemed important to conduct the same SW simulations but in the presence of an excess electron. To this end we used spin-polarized DFT within the PBE approximation [65] to account for the unpaired electron in the simulation cell, and the extra charge was compensated with a uniform positive background.

We used a time step of 0.5 fs and a self-consistency accuracy of $10^{-6}$ Hartree. While shorter time steps of the order of 0.2 fs are advisable under the present conditions,[51] we have checked that even in the most energetic cases considered there is only a minor effect in energies and forces. We consider this sufficient for the present purposes of revealing chemical events like bond breaking and formation that occur in the nucleotide due to the development of the shock. The total time of the simulations was 0.5 ps. While chemical equilibration would require longer runs (2 ps for water [51]), this choice was made based on the equilibration of thermodynamic quantities, which occurred within the above time scale.

An intuitive way of simulating a SW is to assign a given velocity to a group of water molecules on one side of the sample and monitor how this perturbation propagates and reaches the dTMP (single shock, SSW). This simulation is run nominally in the NVE ensemble. However, while the energy and volume of the simulation box remain constant, the effective volume of the sample decreases during the compression phase, leaving a vacuum (rarefaction) region behind. A similar approach was used in Ref. [68] to study the effect of shock waves on lipid bilayers. We have implemented this and a related scheme consisting of shocking the sample from both sides (double shock, DSW). These simulations are implemented under periodic boundary conditions (PBC), so that there is no danger of reflections of the wave. PBC, however, introduce periodic images of the system that could potentially interact with each other. In the present SSW and DSW simulations the propagation of the wave generates a raredified region behind the shock front creating a vacuum between periodic images, which remained during the whole length of the simulations. Therefore, there was no interaction between images.

It is important to remark that neither of the above describes correctly the thermodynamic states of a shocked sample. The relation between pressure and temperature should be described by the Rankine-Hugoniot equations that relate measured kinetic parameters to thermodynamic variables.[69] This can be accomplished using the multi-scale shock technique (MSST).[70, 71] MSST dynamically evolves the cell volume and temperature to maintain the system on both the Rayleigh line $p − p_0 = u_s^2(V_0 − V)\rho_0/V_0$ and the shock Hugoniot under conditions of uniaxial strain of the computational cell.[75] Here $u_s$ is the shock velocity, $p$ the pressure, $\rho$ the mass density, and $V$ the volume, while the subscript 0 stands for initial values. By regulating the strain rate of the simula-
tion cell, the \((P,T)\) thermodynamic states accessed during the shock simulation correspond to a steady macroscopic SW. This method presents several advantages, most importantly the requirement of a smaller number of molecules to converge thermodynamic quantities, which is particularly important within the present FPMD context. While MSST still implements PBC, the moving boundary represents the wave front, hence precluding the possibility that the wave interacts with the boundary.

It is not obvious which one of these strategies is closer to the actual experimental situation. On the one hand, under typical irradiation conditions, tracks are spatially well-separated so that the SSW scenario seems more relevant. On the other, the MSST approach is consistent with SW conditions. The DSW scenario is closer to MSST than SSW. We therefore decided to study all three approaches.

Fig. 2 shows a view of the sample before the passage of the SW. The dimensions of the supercell are \(50 \times 15 \times 15 \text{ Å}^3\), containing 843 atoms, (270 water molecules). We modeled a SSW by assigning appropriate initial velocities to an 80-molecule water slab (\(\approx 10 \text{ Å}\) in the \(x\)-direction) to the left of the dTMP. This leaves, for this particular cross section of \(15 \times 15 \text{ Å}^2\), about 70 water molecules between the initial SW front and dTMP (the buffer). We modeled a DSW by assigning velocities as above to 80-molecule water slabs on both sides of the sample, in opposite directions. These initial velocities were supplemented with thermal velocities in all atoms, extracted from NVT simulations. SSW and DSW fall into the category of non-equilibrium MD simulations (NEMD). The MSST simulations were conducted using the implementation available in CP2K.\(^{[63]}\) We carried out SSW, DSW, and MSST simulations with initial velocities between 5 and 10 km/s.

It has been argued that compression can cause the closure of the electronic band gap in water, so that it is necessary to include electronic excitations into SW simulations.\(^{[72]}\) Electronic conduction, however, requires temperatures above 4000 K at pressures above 60 GPa, and even higher at lower pressures.\(^{[72]}\) Therefore, following Goldman et al., \(^{[51]}\) we decided to run the present simulations in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, which considers ground state electrons. Let us mention here that the simulation of dynamical energy exchanges between electrons and nuclei is an active area of research.\(^{[73]}\) Within the present context of MSST simulation of SW, an interesting methodology has been proposed by Reed, which introduces the dynamics of the electronic temperature\(^{[74]}\), by assuming that it is homogeneous across the sample.

### III. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE SHOCK-COMPRESSED SYSTEM

We first consider the NEMD simulations labelled SSW and DSW. As the SW develops, the water molecules in the shock front collide with those in the buffer initially at 300 K. The result is a time-evolving velocity profile that proceeds towards homogeneity and energy equipartition. To illustrate this process, we show in Fig. 3 the averaged velocity along the \(x\) axis, \(V_x\), as a function of the position in the simulation cell, at different times, for a DSW simulation with an initial velocity of 10 km/s. It has to be noted that, for such a high initial velocity value, at the end of the simulation the size of the sample has reduced to half its initial value (the simulation cell remains fixed, but a vacuum region develops behind the shocked waters). As expected, the water molecules in the shock front, which started at 10 km/s, progressively slow down as they exchange energy with the water in the buffer and the nucleotide. These latter increase their velocity at the expenses of the former, as can be observed in the velocity profile at 0.1 ps. Clearly, at this time the system is still out of equilibrium, but it is also visible that the velocity profile evolves towards a flat distribution, consistent with thermodynamic equilibrium.

In these NEMD simulations, also physical properties such as pressure and temperature evolve in time towards thermodynamic equilibrium. However, during equilibration these quantities are not uniform across the sample (see Fig. 3 for the velocity), and hence cannot be interpreted as thermodynamic quantities. For this reason we report spatially-averaged quantities only at the end of the runs when the system is closer to equilibrium.

As a consequence of the attenuation of the SW, in the NEMD simulations the effective velocity, \(V_{\text{eff}}\), of the wave front reaching the nucleotide is significantly smaller than the initial one, e.g. 4 km/s after 150 fs for an initial velocity of 10 km/s. Clearly, \(V_{\text{eff}}\) decreases with increasing thickness of the water buffer. This can also be interpreted as a dependence of \(V_{\text{eff}}\) with distance between the ionic track – where the SW is generated – and the nucleotide. In the present sample, initial velocities under 7 km/s lead to non-compressive solutions, being \(V_{\text{eff}}\) lower than the speed of sound (1.5 km/s in water). To avoid ambiguities, we will report our results in terms of \(V_{\text{eff}}\), which we defined as the average velocity of the water molecules rel-
Figure 3. (color online) Time evolution of the velocity profile across the sample, for a double shock (DSW) initiated with a velocity of 10 km/s. The profile is reported for the initial time (black), after 0.05 ps (red) and after 0.1 ps (green).

But before that, we report in Fig. 4 the pressure achieved as a function of $V_i$, the shock velocity, obtained from the MSST simulations. We also compare to previous MSST results obtained using[51] and to experimental data.[78] The three sets of values are in very good agreement. Discrepancies between the two sets of MSST data can be due to the use of different functionals and basis sets, or to the presence of the nucleotide.[76] Calculated temperatures are also similar to those of [51] with values around 3000 K at 10 km/s. Pressures from DSW non-equilibrium simulations are similar to those in MSST, but those from SSW are much smaller. This is understandable, given that the volume reduction is approximately half that in DSW and MSST simulations. In NEMD simulations, the temperature of the sample is inhomogeneous, and can reach very high values locally, before equilibrating. Equilibrium values are generally lower than those form MSST simulations.

IV. WATER DISSOCIATION AND CHEMICAL REACTIONS

We now turn our attention to the chemical modifications induced by the passage of the SW. Firstly, it should be noted that the main destructive effect is produced during the rarefaction wave that follows the compression. In Fig. 5 we show a snapshot of the nucleotide during the passage of a SW that reaches dTMP with $V_{\text{eff}} \approx 3$ km/s, corresponding to a SSW with $V_i = 7$ km/s. The phosphodiester bond is broken, thus suggesting the possibility of strand breaks due to thermo-mechanical effects. In addition, the glycosidic bond between sugar and base is broken. Interestingly, this picture, which is based on a visual inspection of an instantaneous frame, can be quite misleading. In fact, the resulting fragments are reactive species and, unless they are rapidly solvated by water or saturated via proton transfer from the water, they are prone to form bonds again. As a matter of fact, when the simulation is continued, in many cases the original bonds reform, thus exhibiting no apparent long-term damage.

Table I summarizes qualitatively the results of bond breaks during our simulations with $V_{\text{eff}}$ ranging from 1 to 4 km/s, for the neutral case and in the presence of an excess electron. The bonds that break after the SW are denoted as P, S and G for phosphodiester, sugar ring, and glycosidic, respectively. When more than one bond is broken, the order is chronological. Additionally, bonds that break and reform are denoted in parenthesis. The easiest bond to break in dTMP is the phosphodiester bond, which is related to strand breaks in DNA, but the
Table I. Summary of the SW effect on dTMP. SSW and DSW stand for single and double SW. Label (n) indicates neutral and (ee) negatively charged. The dash means no bond breaks, P is the phosphodiester bond (strand break), S stands for sugar opening, and G for glycosidic bond (base excision). Labels into parenthesis indicate bonds that are broken and quickly reform.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$V_i$ (km/s)</th>
<th>$V_{\text{eff}}$ (km/s)</th>
<th>SSW (n)</th>
<th>SSW (ee)</th>
<th>DSW (n)</th>
<th>DSW (ee)</th>
<th>MSST (n)</th>
<th>MSST (ee)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(S)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>(P)</td>
<td>S+G</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>(G)+(S)</td>
<td>(P) + S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P+S</td>
<td>(G)+(P)+(S)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>P+S</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G+S+P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>G+S+P</td>
<td>G+S+P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

opening of the sugar ring at the O atom is also a regular feature. This is to say that the breaking and making of bonds is a dynamical process that depends also on initial conditions. The study of the long-term damage, i.e. which bonds are more likely to remain broken, would require longer simulations and statistical averaging, and was deferred to future work. However, it is clear that for very high velocities, i.e. above 10 km/s, both DSW or MSST indicate a proliferation of broken bonds that, either are not repaired, or form new wrong bonds.

An important consequence of shock compression is an enhanced ionic strength of the medium due to water dissociation. [77]. Recent simulations showed that this process begins at pressures around 12 GPa. [53, 54] This generates an abundance of free protons that can react with the biomolecules. Note that the electrical conductivity of shocked water increases rapidly with pressure to reach a plateau between 30-60 GPa.[78] Previous simulations of shocked water showed that proton concentrations can achieve mole fractions of up to 40% at shock velocities of 10 km/s.[51] Our simulations exhibit similar trends, with proton concentrations that increase with shock velocity. At variance with this, our interest here is on the chemistry of the nucleotide, which occurs during the development of the shock and not upon equilibration. Under these conditions, the proton concentration is approximately half the equilibrium value. The enhanced proton concentration is likely to play an important role in the chemical modification process, by hydrolyzing certain bonds in the nucleotide. In fact, in some simulations we observed the opening of the sugar ring with intercalation of a proton in a weakened C–O bond that was stretched due to the passage of the SW. A similar scenario was observed for the nucleobase.

We first analyze the case if the neutral system, while the effect of excess electrons is deferred to Section V. The minimum effective SW velocity that causes bond breaks in our sample is $V_{\text{eff}} \approx 1.3$ km/s. Fig. 6 shows the state of dTMP after a DSW simulation with $V_{\text{eff}} = 4$ km/s, where a C–N bond in the nucleobase is broken due to the passage of the SW (dashed blue line).

The strength of the SW determines the strength of the forces stretching the bonds in the nucleotide. It is proportional to the pressure at the wave front, $P$, where it reaches its maximum value.[16] This pressure decreases with the radius of the wave front, $\rho$, as (see supplemental material in [17]):

$$P = \frac{1}{\gamma + 1} \frac{\beta^4 \text{LET}}{\rho^2}$$

where $\gamma = C_p/C_v$ (heat capacities at constant pressure and volume, which are considered constant), and $\beta = 0.86$ is a dimensionless constant (LET is the linear energy transfer defined above in the Introduction). With this equation in mind we can compute the pressures corresponding to different ions used for irradiation.

The calculated pressure-distance curves are shown in the inset to Fig. 6 for four representative ions, namely C, Ne, Ar, and Fe (LET = 0.9, 1.73, 4.745 and 7.195 keV/nm, respectively). At distances larger than 20 Å, pressures are large enough to cause irreversible damage only for heavy ions.

![Figure 6. (color online) Nucleotide after a $V_{\text{eff}} \approx 4$ km/s DSW. The nucleobase has opened at a C–N bond due to the shock (dashed blue line). Inset: Pressure vs distance for four different ions: C, Ne, Ar, and Fe (LET = 0.9, 1.73, 4.745 and 7.195 keV/nm, respectively). At distances larger than 20 Å, pressures are large enough to cause irreversible damage only for heavy ions.](image)
GPAs, which is indicated by the horizontal dashed line in the inset to Fig. 6. If we consider distances larger than 20 Å, then only the heavier ions (Ar, Fe) will be capable to inflict damage to the nucleotide. The lighter ions (C, Ne, but also protons and α particles) will not deliver sufficient energy to cause serious damage as a consequence of the generated SW.

V. EXCESS ELECTRONS AND BOND BREAKS

Simulations in the presence of an excess electron, at relatively low shock velocities, confirmed the localization of the electron in the nucleobase.[8] We do not observe the electron migrating to the sugar-phosphate region as in [9] because, while the SW induces a geometric distortion of the nucleotide, the energy is not deposited coherently into the phosphodiester bond. Therefore, the elongation of the latter is not sufficient for the electronic state located in the sugar-phosphate region to become energetically favorable with respect to the state located in the base. On the contrary, at high shock velocities the SW generates geometric distortions in the nucleotide so large that valence-bound states of the excess electron are destabilized. Actually, not much is needed to destabilize such states. We have recently shown that, in solution, the nucleobase cannot stabilize the excess electron in the neutral geometry. It is only after relaxing to anion geometry that the electron localizes, but this geometric distortion is relatively small.[8] In Fig. 7 we show two snapshots taken from a 10 km/s MSST simulation, for the system containing an excess electron. The top panel shows the shocked system at 50 fs, during the development of the SW. The excess electron is located in the nucleobase, as usual. The spin density that characterizes the excess electron (depicted as a blue surface) is localized in the π orbitals around the base. The bottom panel shows the same system at a later time (130 fs), after the compression due to the SW has modified considerably the geometry of the nucleotide. When the deformation is too large, the excess electron is no longer stable in dTMP and it jumps to the water orbitals. This is because when the nucleotide is so severely deformed, the electronic energy level located in the base shifts upwards in energy, ending up above the LUMO of the water orbitals.

Apart from breaking the obvious bonds, the SW can also alter the bonding pattern by breaking some bonds and forming others. Here we present two examples of unusual configurations generated by the passage of the SW. In Fig. 8 one of the C–N bonds in the base is broken.

In Fig. 9, the O in the sugar-phosphate C–O–P bond has been shortcut forming a P–C bond between phosphate and sugar, while the sugar ring has opened at a C–C bond. This unusual pattern is a consequence of the SW breaking the phosphodiester bond, and the PO₄ re-binding directly to the C via the P atom. While the situations illustrated above correspond to simulations in the presence of an excess electron, it is important to re-
Figure 9. (color online) Nucleotide after a DSW initiated with $V = 10$ km/s ($V_{\text{eff}} \approx 4$ km/s), with an excess electron. The phosphodiester C–O bond connecting sugar and phosphate broke, and an unusual bond formed between P and C in the sugar ring. A C–C bond in the sugar ring has opened. This kind of modification is irreversible.

mark that similar situations have been observed in the neutral system. This is not surprising if we take into account the previous observation, that under the action of the SW the geometry of the nucleotide is so distorted that the excess electron prefers to relocate to the water.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The results presented here provide valuable information about the kind of thermo-mechanical processes that are expected when a biological medium is irradiated with swift ions. In general, the phosphodiester bond associated with strand breaks in DNA appears as the weakest link. This dynamical way of producing a break, however, is not always irreversible. In fact, we have repeatedly observed bond reforming provided that the two fragments do not move apart too fast. This is quite feasible given that the compression produced by the SW does not favor shearing deformations.

Within the context of ion irradiation, we observe that the pressure threshold necessary to produce nucleotide damage depends on the ion employed – through its LET – and on the distance from the ion track to the nucleotide. In the inset to Fig. 6 we plotted pressure vs distance for four different ions: C, Ne, Ar and Fe, with their LET computed according to Eq. (1). If the track is within 5 Å of the nucleotide, then the pressure generated by the SW will be large enough to produce direct bond breaking independently the ion employed. However, if the distance is larger than 20 Å, only the heavier ions like Ar or Fe will produce large enough pressures in the nucleotide region. In particular, protons are very unlikely to produce any thermo-mechanical damage, while C ions have to pass quite close to the DNA. Note that these conclusions confirm some of the results of Ref. [17].

The analysis of ion-induced biodamage reported in this work, where the interatomic interactions are described at the first-principles level via DFT calculations, provides a valuable methodology capable of generating the necessary inputs for the multiscale scenario linking the irradiation induced complex molecular damages with the biological outcomes of the irradiation [20, 24] Our analysis shows that, for light ions like protons or even first-row elements, the SW effect will be insufficient to induce a significant direct damage to biomolecules due to their relatively low LET. They will, however, affect the chemistry and the production of reactive species in the vicinity of the ion tracks quite substantially as it was also recently reported in [27] on the basis of classical MD simulations. For cosmic-ray irradiation involving heavier ions like iron, SW are likely to play a relevant role even for the directly induced damage.
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the compressibility of the medium at low pressures. It has to be taken into account that the experimental data are for pure water and our simulation cell contains a large molecule (33 atoms) that represents a non-negligible fraction of the total number of atoms in the simulation box (843) (4%).